
When we buy plants in general, we want them to be healthy for two
major reasons: (1) so that they do well for us, and (2) so that they do
not spread diseases into our gardens.  Even as beginners, a little knowl-
edge will help us make good decisions.

The good news is that almost all of our daylily purchases will do well
for us because daylilies are robust, and most daylily sellers send very
high quality plants.  

What would be low quality?  Anything conspicuously broken, eaten
or rotted; plants that are much smaller than you expect such as a young
proliferation (a leafy shoot from a node or bract found on some daylily
scapes); a split piece of a fan or a fan that is missing the root side.  But
don’t mistake short roots, short foliage or dried up plants for low quality.
One seller is famous for selling pretty much just the crowns in a very
dried state.  With reasonable care, they perform normally within a year.
Without good care (as in my own garden), even the best quality plants
can sulk for a year or two.

Some daylilies are well known to have particularly severe disease
problems.  Sometimes they are called “rotters” because the crowns rot
and die when they are divided, or they may be characterized as having
bad foliage because they show a great deal of spring sickness, leaf

streak, rust or damage from spider mites or thrips.  Growers can tell you
which these are, and recommend alternatives.  In the colder zones, rust
and rot are rarely problems; in warmer zones, spring sickness is infre-
quently a problem.

Many daylily diseases and pests are widespread now except where
they cannot overwinter: aphids,  leafminer, root-knot nematode and
the others mentioned earlier.  This is because we daylily lovers have
already spread them very effectively though the mails ourselves.  There
are illustrations and descriptions of the major pests and diseases of
daylilies in the AHS Dictionary of Daylily Terms on the AHS website
at www.daylilies.org/ahs_dictionary/.

Another pest, the Hemerocallis Gall Midge, is spreading in the
Pacific northwest.  It spreads mostly in infected buds or soil with pupae.
Our usual practice of shipping cleaned, trimmed, bare root plants
avoids buds and soil, and so is relatively unlikely to spread the midge.
Bringing potted plants, uncleaned plants or plants in bud to your gar-
den from infested regions is risky.

In summary, if a plant doesn’t look good enough, you can ask to
return it.  New and scarce introductions are the most likely to have
that sort of problem.  Beware of new and spreading pests and diseases:
even seemingly good sanitary practices by sellers may not protect your
garden. !
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